Abstract-Sensor localization technology is the principle problem for configuration and operation of wireless sensor network.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless sensor network, localization is the preconditions of many kinds of applications including data acquisition, object tracking and environmental detection. Self-localization of node is always a hotspot in wireless sensor network research. So far, many localization algorithms on wireless sensor network have been provided [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The localization algorithms of wireless sensor network aim to make localization indicators to reach optimal conditions. Multidimensional scaling-based localization algorithm is a totally novel idea and it makes use of multidimensional scaling-based technology in statistics. Multidimensional scaling is a kind of technology which can transform correlation between entities to data analysis of space coordinates. It is suitable for node localization in wireless network to fully utilize correlative information between nodes, and to determine space coordinates of nodes [9] [10] [11] . Multidimensional scaling-based localization algorithm can fully make use of correlated information between nodes in wireless sensor network to localize many nodes at the same time. It can also get relative position figure without beacon, that is, the structural figure of network topology. The transformation will begin only when absolute position is known. The need for beacon nodes is short and there is no limit on beacon nodes deployment. However, most of the current multidimensional scaling localization algorithms can be classified as one of the multidimensional scaling technologies, that is, the metric multidimensional scaling technology. In addition, the localization is based on the distance between nodes with the precondition that the distance measurement of nodes is known.
The most representative algorithms among current multidimensional scaling localization algorithms include MDS-MAP [12] , MDS-MAP (P) [13] and MDS-MAP (P, R) [14] . MDS-MAP algorithms calculate the shortest path of nodes, which are used to establish MDS matrix first. Then the relative map among the nodes is generated by classical MDS algorithm. When more than 3 or 4 anchor nodes whose locations are known exist, we can change their relative coodinates to absolute coodinates. If the Euclidean distance is correct it can offer accurate solution. But the defect lies in that it uses the shortest distance between nodes to replace actual distance, which will expand the Euclidean distance among the nodes obviously. When the shortest distance is quite different wtih the actual distance the error is bigger. So this will influence the localization accuracy of MDS algorithms. Although MDS-MAP (P) and MDS-MAP (P, R) improved localization precision and adaptability of algorithm through distributed computing, they also largely increased network load and node energy consumption, which cannot meet the requirement [15] .
Considering the defects and shortages of above algorithms, a distributed multidimensional scaling localization algorithm based on node distance correction (Abbreviated as DCMDS) is put forward in this paper. The local positioning areas are established using an adaptive search algorithm, which not only ensures that the relative coordinates of the sensors can be transformed between neighbor LP regions, but also reduces the number of redundant common sensors. In each LP area, the estimated distances between sensors are corrected with the distances between anchor nodes. The improved reduces network load through establishing reasonably local localization area and corrects distance estimation between nodes. Therefore, it will be closer to practical distance. Meanwhile, particle swarm optimization algorithm [16] will be used to overcome non solution phenomenon probably caused by MDS so it can effectively improve the precision of node localization.
II. RELATED WORK ON MDS LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS

A. Multidimensional Scaling Technology
As a universal data analysis technology, multidimensional scaling analysis is extensively applied in each field. Multidimensional scaling technology utilizes difference or similarity between entities to construct relative coordinate figure of points in multidimensional space. The point and each entity constructed in multidimensional space are mutually corresponded. The more similar two entities are, the nearer the distance is between two corresponding points in the space.
The difference between entity i and j is supposed to be expressed by ij p . 
From formula 5,
As known from formula 6, B can be calculated by 2 ij d . Then singular value decomposition of B is acquired.
C. Relative Location Measurement of All the Nodes
Classical MDS-MAP algorithm has three steps to measure the relative location of nodes [18] :
(1) Generate distance matrix. First gather the estimation distance of all the sensor nodes with their neighbours. Using SP method to calculate the shortest path between any two sensor nodes. Then the distance matrix is generated.
(2) Estimate the relative location. According to the distance matrix generated in former step, cooperating with MDS to measure the relative location of all the sensor nodes in the whole network.
(3) Change the relative location into absolute location. Assume some sensor nodes whose location is known are in the network. After step 2, each anchor node contains a relative location estimated by MDS, and a absolute location owned by itself. By this character a linear transformation can be find to change the relative location into absolute location.
III. IMPROVED ALGORITHM BASED ON NODE DISTANCE CORRECTION
A. Princple Idea
There exists error when using the shortest path to replace the distance among nodes. In MDS-MAP algorithm, it tries to make up this error by extruding relative coordinate system during the phase of MAP. But this method is based on the condition that the length of the shortest path of nodes has a linear relationship with 2086 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 8, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 2013 their euclidean distances. Obviously this assumption is farfetched. When the nodes are not evenly distributed or the WSN has not a regular shape, there are big difference between the shortest path and Euclidean distance. So the improved strategy is: First, the local positioning area of whole network is divided and the distance information between nodes can be used to acquire local relative position. Then, relative position figures in all local localization area are all transformed and merged to acquire overall relative position of nodes. Finally, according to information of anchor nodes position, through coordinate transformation, absolute coordinates of nodes can be acquired. Node's local localization area is signed as   , LP n h to indicate that the distance from node i is not large than node set of hop h, that is,
The main process is described as:
Set the range of LP(n, h). Use Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest path of among all the nodes in LP area. The results will be set as the distance estimation for nodes to construct distance estimation matrix;
Correct the distance estimation matrix according to the distance of anchor nodes in each LP area;
Calculate local relative location of nodes. When the corrected distance estimation matrix is complete, use classical MDS method to calculate relative location of nodes. Then PSO algorithm is used to optimize this results;otherwise, use PSO algorithm directly to search the relative location of nodes;
Merge all the relative location graphs of LP area. Acquire the absolute coordinate according to coordinates of anchor nodes.
B. Establish Node Local Localization Area
In local positioning area, the larger the hop is, the more nodes are in this area. The calculated amount and energy consumption of each node localization will be also larger. On the opposite, the smaller the hop is, the more the number of LP area is in the whole network. It causes calculated amount of locally relative position figure merger to increase. Considering energy limit of sensor node and limited calculated capability, according to the method to determine hop h in MDS-MAP (P), hop hm  in DCMDS is selected. In addition, the distribution of LP area is also an important factor on DCMDS algorithm. The more the coincidence in approximate LP area is, the more redundancy position information generated by public nodes is. However, since approximate LP area coincidence is so little, it will bring difficulties for merger of local relative position figure. Therefore, approximate LP area will at least contain   1 m  public nodes. In order to establish reasonable local localization area, we adopt adaptive search algorithm. The algorithm description is shown as:
Step 1: Initialize LP area. Construct counter 0 C  and random waiting time T;
Step 2: If other construction request for LP are not received in T, the broadcast construct its request   Step 4: Go on monitoring network. If other nodes' establishment request is received, go to step 3; Otherwise, if nodes cannot receive new establishment request in a certain time, the algorithm is over.
C. Distance Matrix Correction
In DCMDS algorithm, the shortest path between nodes is approximated to distance estimation. When nodes are evenly distributed and hop number of the shortest path is small, distance estimation error should also be small. Otherwise, distance estimation error will seriously influence node localization precision. Suppose there are is to the distance between anchor node i and other anchor nodes. In a certain area, the difference between anchor nodes' practical distance and distance estimation represents network uneven feature to a large extent, which can be used to compensate distance estimation error brought by node distribution [19] . Therefore, in algorithm DCMDS, we will fully make use of information between anchor nodes to perform correction on the distance between nodes in network. Suppose the shortest path between anchor nodes set which contains 
In this formula,
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D. Relative Coordinate Calculation
In each LP area, distance estimation matrix after correction is used to calculate relative position between nodes. On the basis of revising () j P , in order to further reduce the influence of distance estimation error on localization precision, the error function is defined as: 
Weight of ( , , ) () x y n j p is decreasing with n increasing.
When relative position of node is calculated in space m-D, error function in formula 13 has many minimum value points. It belongs to problem of non-convex [20] and it does not have the analytical solution for minimum X
). In addition, in some LP areas, the shortest path between nodes may not be acquired, which will lead that classical MDS algorithm cannot be used to calculate relative coordinate between nodes. At this time, other suitable optimization algorithm will be adopted for calculation. PSO algorithm is a grouping biological intelligent calculation method. In this group, each particle represents a candidate solution which has advantages of simple calculation, fast speed and high quality of solution in the aspect of multi-peak searching and dynamic searching in multidimensional space Therefore, as the goal of the minimum formula 13, in DCMDS, algorithm PSO will be adopted to search nodes' relative position.
Mathematical description [21] [22] In this formula, t is iterative times and w is the weight factor among 0.1~0.9. 12 , cc are learning factors respectively turning to the largest step size with direction of the individual optimization particle and the overall optimization particle. Appropriate 12 , cc can accelerate convergence and is not easy to trap in local optimization. Usually, 12 2 cc  is demanded and 12 , rrare random numbers in [0, 1]. Particle will be constantly learning as well as updating and the finally discovered g P is the overall optimal solution.
When updating speed and location, to prevent particle from being far from searching space, each dimensional speed v d of participle will be clamped between . When optimization algorithm of particle swarm is searching coordinate in space, larger w can enhance overall searching ability of PSO while smaller w can enhance local searching ability. In order to avoid particle appears oscillation near overall optimization solution, weighting factors will be changed as following:
With iteration numbers increasing, factor w in speed updating equation performs linear reduction from the optimized weighting factor t is the current iteration number and T is the total iteration number. In order to find out the most optimized solution in iteration, fitness value will be acquired as: 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation
Before simulation, some hypotheses are proposed in advance:
(1) The size of diffusing environment on sensor and coordinate is known;
(2) The maximized transmission distance of each wireless sensor is identical; (3) The sensor's diffusing environment contains minor anchor nodes whose position is known; (4) Value of m for each sensor node is only. During experiments, nodes will randomly deploy in a square region and localization error between these two algorithms will be compared. This paper will apply actual distance plus Gaussian error to simulate measuring distance. If actual distance is 0 dist , the measuring distance is 0 (1 (0, )) r dist dist N e  and (0, ) r Ne denotes Gaussian error whose mean is 0 and standard deviation is e.
We will design simulation experiment under two network topologies: one of them is a regular network Under two different scenes, the influence of transmission range R is inspected. Under the condition of unchanging network distributing fields and total nodes, transmission range of nodes are changed so that nodes' average connection can be changed. Meanwhile, curves of DCMDS only refer to localization error which is smaller than 4 hops during the distance estimation. Simulation result is shown by figure 2. Scope of nodes' connection ranging is [1. 25r, 2. 5r]. Average connection scope of the first scene is [8. 8, 31] and average connection scope of the second scene is [11. 1, 34] .
From figure 2(a) , it can be shown that node localization error is reducing with R increasing. This is because the larger transmission range R, the higher average connection rate is in network. The shortest path between nodes is more approximate to practical distance, which reduces the distance estimation error. When 1.5 Rr  , algorithm MDS-MAP(P), MDS-MAP (P, R) and DCMDS has better localization effect but the localization error of algorithm DCMDS is the minimum. It can also be shown that the distance estimation which is not larger than hop 4 can acquire smaller localization error, when transmission range is small. This is because distance estimation error larger than hop 4 has more effect since connection is smaller. From figure 2(b) shows that localization error of other algorithm is basically similar to the changing principles of the first scene except algorithm MDS-MAP. When 1.5 Rr  , the localization performance of MDS-MAP(P, R) and DCMDS is better. When average connection is relatively small, the number of anchor nodes in changing network compares to localization error in these 3 algorithms individually in different two scenes. The result is shown by figure 3 . The localization error is decreasing as soon as anchor node quantity is increasing. The reason is, if anchor node quantity is more, it can better reflect distribution status of nodes in network and it can cause distance estimation to be more corrected. At the same time, we can also see that compared to algorithm MDS-MAP, MDS-MAP (P, R), when anchor node quantity is increasing, it will be more clear to improve algorithm's localization. Under these two scenes, when anchor node point ratio in network is larger than 10%, localization error of algorithm DCMDS is the minimum and its change tends to be gentle. The reason is when anchor node number reaches to a certain proportion, distance information between anchor nodes cannot provide more accurate correction for distance estimation. Figure 4 describes the situation of localization error changes with ranging error D when anchor node ratio is 10% and transmission range is 1.5r . In this figure, under these two different scenes and except MDS-MAP, localization error of other three algorithms is slowly increasing with ranging error increases. Meanwhile, under the same ranging error condition, localization error of DCMDS algorithm is the smallest. The reason is DCMDS can effectively correct the distance estimation between nodes and reduce ranging error influence. This indicates that even under non-ideal environment and compared to other algorithms, localization error of DCMDS is not only smaller relatively, it is also more stable. However, under the second scene, except DCMDS algorithm, the influence of MDS-MAP is smaller. That is because MDS-MAP in C-shaped network has large distance estimation error. Comparatively, the influence of ranging error is far smaller than the previous one. Energy limit is the most important feature in wireless sensor network. MDS-MAP, MDS-MAP (P) and DCMDS are mainly concentrated on communication between nodes. Figure 5 describes the relationship between transmission range of nodes and energy consumption. Node communication energy consumption can be expressed by the number of sending data packet. The communication energy consumption between MDS-MAP (P) and MDS-MAP (P, R) is the same. In this figure, data packets of four algorithms are increasing with transmission range increasing. Compared to MDS-MAP (P), MDS-MAP (P, R), the energy consumption of DCMDS algorithm is far smaller. Bbecause local localization area quantity is comparatively less in algorithm DCMDS and the quantity of average local localization area is respectively [38, 13] and [30, 11] in these two scenes. When transmission range is large, although energy consumption of DCMDS is larger than MDS-MAP, its localization error is far smaller than the latter. Therefore, algorithm DCMDS has higher node energy efficiency. 
B. Experiment Results in Real Environment
In exterior open area of 10 *10 mm , according to previous two scenes, 30 Mica2 mote nodes are randomly put to begin field localization experiment. Wireless signal strength indicator method is applied to measure distance between nodes The effective measurement scope is 3m and the maximized measurement error is 0.4m ,  is 0.08. The algorithm in this paper can reach higher localization in these two scenes. Compared to other localization algorithm performance, 30 nodes are put again to repeat experiment with result shown in table 1.
The experiment result shows that the algorithm localization precision in this paper is obviously superior to other methods. In addition, average localization error in each algorithm in this field experiment is higher than average localization error in simulation. This is because node number is less in field experiment and network connection is lower. As a kind of totally new information processing platform, wireless sensor network has broad application prospect. Node localization is the basic support technology of these applications. For currently existing multidimensional scaling algorithm restrictions, a novel localization algorithm DCMDS is provided. This algorithm establishs reasonable local positioning area in the network. By correction of the shortest path distance and particle swarm optimization algorithm, the nodes' relative location is calculated to improve localization accuracy and to reduce the energy consumption simultaneously. Compared to other multidimensional scaling localization algorithms, the experiments show that DCMDS also has higher localization precision under the same energy consumption. Especially, it shows perfect robust performance in non-reasonable environment and can satisfy the demand of massive wireless sensor network application.
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